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This past year, I was awarded a Vision Grant to fund my idea titled “Exploration

Geometry”. I wanted to help students get caught up in their understanding of Geometry.

Thinking of all that Covid has changed for students, one thing that really stuck out to me

was their use of hands-on exploration of content. I decided to make time each Monday in

my classroom to work on this concept with my students during the first twenty minutes of

class.

Each Monday starting in August, students were given a task that they have to

complete with Geometry materials. For example, students had to create a replica of their

desk using a straw building set and a tape measure. Students had to measure the table,

then use a scale factor of five to make a scaled down replica using the materials provided.

Other weeks, students had to use a Geoboard and rubber bands to create an irregular

figure. Students then had to find the area and the perimeter of the irregular figure. Just

last week, students had to create a triangle on the coordinate plane. They used the stick

and ball set to create the shape, the dry erase coordinate plane boards to place them on

the coordinate plane, and the tape measures to determine the measurements for area and

perimeter. The topics we have covered and built replicas of each week include polygons,

triangles, irregular figures, solids, angles, area, perimeter, reflections, rotations, and

translations. By allowing students to have hands-on experience with geometric terms, their

understanding of basic geometry has improved tremendously. Students are able to work

together and use math talk to solve their building problems, while practicing calculations

and reviewing concepts.

This grant has helped me to pre-teach content for geometry, which is something I

do not usually cover until Spring. When we took our iReady diagnostic testing in the Fall,

only 5 of my students were on grade level in Geometry. In the Winter, 11 students were on

grade level in Geometry. Considering that usually students fall back down in Geometry, I



feel as if this is a significant gain for this time of year. In the Fall, 30 students were 2 or

more grade levels behind in Geometry. In the Winter, 10 of those students were now only 1

grade level behind. I expect to see a significant increase in score on the Spring diagnostic

coming up in the next few weeks. Thank you so much for your support throughout this

program. My students appreciate the supplies and materials that we use each week. I am

so excited to see how these supplies continue to help my students grow and learn. This

grant has made such a difference in my teaching this year, as it is helping us to close gaps

in learning at JET Middle School.










